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Incredible snowmobile rides in snow capped hills - what could be better? The biathlon snowmobile championship, of course!
Here you have to take part in an exciting snowmobile race and test your accuracy by shooting a rifle.

Just imagine: you are riding a powerful snowmobile through the snowy trails, surrounded by amazing winter landscapes,
whirling up snow and leaving your problems behind. In the firing line where you have to shoot targets. You shoot and hit the

target and rush towards victory. That’s a real surge of emotion!
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Ski Drive: Biathlon features:

Rifle shooting;

Amazing winter landscapes.

It’s a perfect game for gun shooting and snowmobile riding lovers!
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Ski Drive: Biathlon will be available soon!:
Sometimes small changes add so much fun! We modified the familiar biathlon, and soon you can appreciate our efforts. Instead
of skis there is a snowmobile, and here you are rushing through a snowy forest, what a beauty! The optical sight while shooting
guarantees target hit.
Please subscribe and add the game to your wishlist!
Winter Legend Team.. Ski Drive: Biathlon is available now!:
Snowmobile biathlon is something new. Exciting races, shooting firearms, bright snowmobile models and amazing winter
landscapes are waiting!
Fans of extreme sport, shooter game and snowy weather appreciate our app.
We look forward to your feedback!
If you notice any errors in the game, please contact us.
Winter Legend Team.
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